Of the many mutations known to affect the wing vein pattern we have selected the most extreme in 29 genes for study. Their phenotype can be classified in two major classes: lack-of-veins and excess-of-veins, and in several internally coherent groups. The study of multiple mutant combinations, within groups and between groups, reveals several genetic operations at work in the generation of the vein pattern. The finding that some of these mutations also affect cell proliferation in characteristic ways has prompted a generative model of wing morphogenetic and pattern formation based on cell behaviour properties defined by the corresponding wild-type genes.
Introduction
Developmental genetic analyses have been successful in defining the genetic elements and operations at work in the generation of patterns of Drosophila. Thus, after the initial genetic analysis of the process of embryonic segmentation by Nfisslein-Volhard and Wieschaus (1980) we began to understand it in genetic and molecular terms (see review by Akam 1987) . In imaginal derivatives the classical system of study has been that of the pattern of sensory elements (Stern 1954) , which led to more recent genetic (see Garcia-Bellido 1981; GarciaBellido and Santamaria 1978) and molecular interpretations (Ruiz-Gomez and Modolell 1987) . These studies have led to considerations of the same patterns of sensory elements in embryos (Ghysen and Dambly-ChaudiSre 1988) .
The generation of embryonic patterns in Drosophila differs in some respects from the generation of imaginal Offprint requests to : A. Garcia-Bellido patterns. In the Drosophila embryo very little cell proliferation occurs between the cellular blastoderm stage and the final cell differentiation of larval cuticular structures. Thus, embryonic segments result essentially from the partitioning of the available blastoderm space. The imaginal cuticular patterns, in contrast, follow extensive cell proliferation, associated with the generation of morphological spaces with characteristic sizes and shapes. The latter process is the most universal in pattern formation, applying also to the process of embryonic segmentation in annelids and primitive (short germ band) insects (see Anderson 1972) . We undertake in this paper a genetic analysis of the pattern of veins in the adult wing. We expect that the identification of the developmental operations involved in wing morphogenesis and pattern may have general validity to other morphogenetic processes associated with cell proliferation.
Genetic analysis of adult patterns has inherent advantages compared with the same analysis in embryos. Adult cuticular patterns have a wealth of detailed structures that exceeds that available in the embryo, a feature that allows us to detect small phenotypic variations and thus incorporate more genetic variants into our study. Remnant maternal gene products, which make the interpretation of embryonic phenotypes difficult, are not expected to affect adult phenotypes. The phenotype of lethal mutations can be directly observed in embryos but not in imaginal whole organs, but we can study mutant phenotypes in clones of cells (genetic mosaics) in the adult. The cell proliferation parameters of some adult structures are known (for the wing see Garcia-Bellido and Merriam 1971 a) . These analyses in mutant conditions help the interpretation of the phenotypes in terms of cell behaviour.
Following pioneer work by Waddington (1940) , we present in this paper a systematic study of mutations that affect the wing vein pattern. Vein mutant phenotypes may result from failures either in the developmental operations leading to the formation of the wing or in specific processes of vein differentiation, or both. The classical genetic approach is to choose for study a particular gene whose alleles specifically affect the pattern we want to analyze, in order to infer from the phenotypes the function of the gene in the generation of the pattern.
However, there are too many loci known in Drosophila that affect the wing vein pattern to make a reasonable choice. In addition, many of the known alleles are pleiotropic, as is expected for functions that are operative in other developmental systems as well. We have, therefore, resorted to another strategy; namely, to study first the phenotypic effects of double or multiple mutant combinations between available alleles, pleiotropic or not, of many genes that affect the wing vein pattern. We expect in this analysis to identify groups of genes whose mutant alleles show synergistic interactions, as opposed to additive ones. Synergistic interactions are suggested in cases of superadditive phenotypes in mutant combinations. They may correspond to genes involved in specific developmental operations. A subsequent step will be to study genetic interactions of mutations within and between these groups, in order to see how the proposed operations relate to each other in the generation of the final pattern.
The results presented here indicate that there are several groups of genes participating in specific operations of wing morphogenesis and vein patterning. These operations are related to the generation of spatial periodicities of gene activity, to cell interactions and to cell proliferation followed by terminal vein differentiation.
Specific antecedents.
Veins are first identifiable histologically after evagination of the wing imaginal disk and apposition of the epithelia corresponding to both wing surfaces in the early pupa. Veins appear as relics of lacunae between both surfaces; leaving empty spaces along which nerves and trachea run centripetally while the remaining wing cells contact each other at their basal membranes (Waddington 1940) . Adult veins appear as a costal or marginal vein and, perpendicularly to it, linear ribs on either of the two wing surfaces (Fig. 1 a) . The vein phenotype consists of cells that are more compact and pigmented than in intervein regions. The genetic studies of Waddington (1940) tried to trace back the adult mutant phenotypes to failures in the mechanism of expansion of the wing epithelium at these late stages of development. However several new findings argue for the same mutation affecting much earlier events, during the cell proliferation phase of the disk. Cell lineage analysis has shown that large clones may overlap veins (Bryant 1970) . But, recent work in our laboratory (Gonzfilez Gaitfin and Garcia-Bellido in preparation) reveals late clonal restrictions separating stripes of vein cells from surrounding non-vein territories and along lines running between visible veins. Extra chaetae caused by mutations such as hairy (h) and Hairy-wing (Hw) preferentially appear on veins (Fig. 1 c) . In double mutant combinations of mutations that cause lack of veins (re, ri) and extra chaetae, the latter do not differentiate where veins are absent (Garcia-Bellido 1977). Analysis Fig. 1 a- (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam 1971b) , i.e. before apposition of both wing surfaces. Therefore, vein mutations must also affect chaeta determination before the dorsal and ventral epithelia are apposed. The same genetic mosaic analysis has further shown that (a) both dorsal and ventral veins are autonomously determined, (b) the ventral veins differentiate depending on the genetic constitution of cells of the dorsal epithelium (dorso-ventral induction) and (c) in genetic mosaics of extra vein mutations the autonomous appearance of extra veins in either surface elicits the appearance of connecting veins in nonmutant cells (Garc~a-Bellido 1977) . 
Materials and methods
References to the mutants considered in this work can be found in Lindsley and Grell (1968) and in later issues of Drosophila Information Service. From the still extant and available mutations (Tables 1, 2) , we selected a large sample of those which affect the vein pattern but leave the wing more or less normally shaped, specifically excluding those which cause wing scalloping or strong wing abnormalities. In any given locus we have chosen for study the most extreme alleles, but we do not know, in most cases, their degree of hypomorphism compared with null alleles. Since the stocks carrying the mutations may have modifiers which reduce their phenotype, we have outcrossed them to wild type (Vallecas) before study. We have tried to reveal the maximal phenotypes (including pleiotropic effects) in veins or other parts of the body, studying them in different genetic and physiological conditions. In several cases (usually for mutations of spontaneous origin) we could not confirm the presence of the reported mutation in the stock. In some loci we have induced new alleles. We have analyzed the parameters of penetrance, expressivity and specificity of individual mutations. New alleles found in this laboratory are designated with the superscript M (Madrid) and numerals corresponding to the order in which were isolated. This report describes the phenotypes corresponding to the most extreme viable allele of insufficiency of function of a given locus, in homozygous flies if viable or in heterozygotes for recessive lethal alleles with dominant haploinsufficient phenotypes. Neomorphic or antimorphic dominant mutations of a given locus were studied along with the loss-offunction mutations, with the aim of defining the wild-type function of the locus. Their description will appear along with that of alleles of insufficiency of function. New alleles were obtained following mutagenesis with X-rays or ethylmethane sulfonate (Lewis and Bacher 1968 ) and lack of complementation over chromosomes carrying several vein mutations. We could identify new loci by dominant effects in trans-heterozygotes, as in the case of ventral-veinless (vvl see below). We also obtained with X-rays two full revertants of the dominant mutation Vno.
We will follow in our analysis the wing anatomical designations of Ferris 1965 (see Fig. 1 a) . The study of the mutant phenotypes was done under the microscope in Euparal-mounted wings. Phenotypes correspond to a sample of more than 20 wings. The variation in number of wing cells of mutants with obvious changes in wing surface was calculated as the product of wing area and trichome density in standard regions as a percentage of the same values in controls (heterozygous sibs).
The phenoeffective phase of lethal combination was ascertained following Hadorn (1948) . The cuticular phenotypes of lethal embryos were studied under the microscope following Wieschaus and Niisslein-Volhard (1986) .
Results

Description of phenotypes of single mutations
The vein pattern phenotypes fall into several mostly nonoverlapping groups. Mutations either remove veins (completely or only parts) or cause extra veins (Fig. 2) . The parts removed (gaps) can be of longitudinal or transverse veins (Fig. 1 a) . Extra veins may appear as vein stretches along normal veins or as thickened veins. As a rule these phenotypes have spatial specificity, i.e. they involve individual veins or characteristic groups of them.
We have classified all the wing vein mutants, studied (Table 2) and not studied (Table 1) in this paper, into the following phenotypic groups. (Puro 1982a; Orenic et al. 1987) . These dominant alleles virtually lack all longitudinal (and transverse) veins and affect morphogenesis of legs and eyes (Lindsley and Grell 1968) . The allele ci does not show pleiotropic effects. The only allele known of the comb gap (cg) locus shows terminal gaps in LIV and intercalary ones in LV in homozygotes (Fig. 2) . cg flies show, in addition, abnormalities in legs and in oogenesis, shortvein (shy) is a mutation of the decapentaplegic gene complex (Segal and Gelbart 1985) . We have studied the original shy allele and a spontaneous one found in this laboratory (shvM~) . Both have, in homozygous or doubly heterozygous conditions, the same phenotype: terminal gaps in LII and LIV, a short subterminal extra vein anterior to LIII of the dorsal component and on rare occasions, another extra vein parallel to LII. Lethal alleles of this complex locus show ventralizing embryonic phenotypes (Irish and Gelbart 1987) . Some allelic combinations have a more extreme venation phenotype (Spencer et al. 1982 
Vno(Vno R) (Fig. 2) . The density of chaetae in the wing margin is reduced, suggesting mutant effects on the costal vein region. The dominant phenotype may be associated with either of the last three breakpoints but does not correspond to haploinsufficiency of the locus since the dominant phenotype fully reverts by mutation (in both Vno RM1 and VnoRM2). The homozygous Vno embryos and their revertants have only bithorax phenotypes corresponding to the breakpoint in 89E. The phenotypic analysis of the preceding group of mutants allows certain generalizations (Tables 1, 2) . These mutations cause pleiotropic phenotypes in embryonic patterns (Table 2 ). This applies to the alleles studied so that the multiply affected veins cannot be grouped as belonging to either the anterior or posterior wing compartment or being exclusively dorsal or ventral. We have also studied perturbations of these mutants in other differentiation processes, such as chaetae. Thus we have analyzed these mutations in flies simultaneously carrying the dominant Hw 49c mutation, This mutation causes the appearance of extra chaetae in all the wing veins (Garcia-Alonso and Garcia-Bellido 1986). In double mutant combinations we have found a reduction in these extra chaetae fundamentally where the mutation causes a lackof-vein phenotype. This reduction is not only restricted to the chaetae on the veins but also occurs in regions along both sides of the absent vein (see below).
The ventral veinless mutations. Among the group of mutations with effects in several wing veins we have found three new ones with phenotypes over In(3LR)sep (65E; 85E). They do not complement with each other for lethality but heterozygotes with the In(3LR)sep show lack of veins with a ventral component, (LII and ventral component of LIV and cv). We will designate this locus ventral veinless (vvl) 
Mutations affecting individual longitudinal veins (ri group).
These are mutations that reportedly only show gaps in specific veins, and some of them are now lost (Tables 1, 2) . With the possible exceptions of Hia, gp and Vn, all have pleiotropic effects, arguing against the possibility that they correspond to vein-specific genes. The mutations studied here do not show pleiotropism. Of the radius incompletus (ri) locus only two reported alleles are still extant. We have found four more alleles (riM1-4), all of which are viable in homozygosis. The phenotypes of ri double heterozygotes or homozygotes are similar: intercalary and terminal gaps in LII, but no other phenotypes. In combinations with Hw49~ only the extra chaetae along the LII region are lacking (see Fig. 5 a for a more extreme phenotype). Of the telegraph (tg) locus only one allele, tg 2, found in this laboratory, was analyzed. Allelism with the lost alleles tg ~ and tg ~ is inferred from its phenotype and meiotic location. This allele shows short proximal gaps in LII. In combinations with Hw 49c the extra chaetae remain over LII, perhaps because of the weak tg phenotype, tilt (tt) is the only allele available of the locus. Homozygous flies present, with low penetrance, small intercalary gaps in LIII. These mutant flies do not have pleiotropic phenotypes. tt does not affect the Hw 49c extra chaetae pattern in combinations, possibly again because of the weak tt phenotype. Of the abrupt (ab) locus we have studied the original first allele and a new, weaker one, (abMi). Both
Mutations with excess vein differentiation
We include in this section mutations that cause extra longitudinal or transverse veins, with either plexated or thickened vein phenotypes. All these phenotypes may occur together in (different regions of) the same wing. Mutants with plexate wings fall into three different groups. The first one shows extra veins and plexi connecting LII and LIII on one side and LIV and LV on the other ('lateral approximation' as in px, Figs. 1 b, 2) . A second group shows approximation and transverse connection between LIII and LIV ('medial approximation' as in kn, Fig. 2) . A third group has thickened veins as the prevalent feature (like tkv, Fig. 2 ).
There are many reported mutations causing plexate wings. Some are lost and others did not show the reported phenotype when tested in this laboratory (Table 1). We classify them according to the published description as belonging to either the px or kn group. Most of these mutations are reported to have pleiotropic phenotypes. We exclude from this analysis 3linute mutations that cause slight plexates and homoeotic mutations, such as Contrabithorax and engrailed, which will be reported elsewhere.
Mutations of the px group. Of the locus plexus (px) we have studied px and seven new alleles induced in this laboratory: px v2 (Garcia-Bellido 1977) and px M l px M6.
All these alleles are viable and differ in degree of expression. The most extreme, px 72, causes the appearance of distal extra longitudinal veins preferentially associated with transverse connections (plexi) between LII and LIII on one side and LIV and LV on the other (Fig. 2) . Characteristically LII and LIII on one side and LIV and LV on the other appear approximately in the medial regions, leaving a large area between LIII and LIV, which occasionally differentiates a stretch of longitudinal vein distally. The extra veins and plexates are either dorsal or ventral components on both sides of the corresponding longitudinal veins. Extreme px alleles have, in addition, spatulate wings that are larger than normal. None of the px alleles studied shows other pleiotropic traits. In the net (net) locus we have studied net and net 4. Both are homozygous and viable, net being the most extreme in phenotype (Fig. 2) . This phenotype is similar to that of px in pattern and wing shape and size, and has no other pleiotropic effects. Of the disrupted (dsr) locus only one allele has been reported, dsr homozygotes show plexi in medial regions, between veins LII and LIII and between LIV and LV, associated with broader and spatulate wings (Fig. 2) . The extent to which the phenotype is expressed increases with lower temperatures along with a decrease in viability. Homozygores show no pleiotropic traits. We have found a spontaneous allele, dsr m, with the same phenotype and penetrance. We have used the Px 2 (associated with Df(2R)Px 2 60C5-60D10, lacking the loci bs and ha) in heterozygous conditions. Such hemizygotes have smaller and narrower wings, with slight plexates between all longitudinal veins. Veins are, in addition, thickened at irregular intervals. There are no other obvious pleiotropic phenotypes. The preceding mutations were also studied in flies carrying simultaneously the Hw 49c mutation. The px 72 and net mutations show an anterior shift of the sensila campaniformia of LIII, corresponding with the displaced Hw extra chaetae and veins. The extra chaetae now appear more disperse on the new extra veins. Because of its phenotypes we describe here the extramacrochaetae (emc) locus, whose hypomorphic alleles affect chaetae differentiation as well as extra veins and narrower wings in extreme viable alleles (Garcia Alonso and Garcia-Bellido 1988). A neomorphic mutation of this locus, Aehaetous (Craymer 1980 Mutations of the kn groups. Of the knot (kn) locus only one allele is available. Homozygotes show strong approximation of LIII to LIV, with short connecting extra veins, and have narrow wings, as described (Lindsley and Grell 1968) . In the fused (fu) locus many alleles are known, most of which are lethal in homozygosis (Fausto Sterling 1978; Busson et al. 1988 (Portin 1975) . The allele chosen in this study, Ax M2, has an extreme vein phenotype (Fig. 2) . Loss-of-function mutations in the Delta (Dl) locus also have dominant phenotypes of thickened veins and terminal deltas when heterozygous (Fig. 2) , as well as phenotypes in chaetae and in embryos. We have used in this work two extreme alleles, Dl M1 and Dl ~2. Dl M1 causes the Hw 49c extra chaetae to appear over the thickened veins in both wing surfaces. It is a similar effect to that caused by combinations of HW 49C and Df(2L)clot2/tkv. However, none of the N alleles studied has notable effects, in heterozygotes, on the wing extra chaetae pattern of Hw 49c.
Other vein mutations
A few mutations are known that have phenotypes showing simultaneously the absence of veins and the appearance of extra veins (Table 1) ; we have not studied these.
We also exclude from the present analysis mutations that affect the vein patterns along with changes in the shape of the wing (Table 1) . They correspond to pleiotropic mutations that either shorten and broaden the wing (broad, dachs, dachsous, fat and four jointed) or elongate it (lanceolated) (see Lindsley and Grell 1968) . In these mutants the vein pattern is changed accordingly with a separation of the longitudinal veins in the former case or an approximation of them in the latter. We also exclude from our analysis mutations that cause scalloping of the wing margins and consequently cuts in the veins, but leave the remnant veins in a normally proportioned pattern.
Mutant combinations
The preceding classification of mutations by their effects upon the vein pattern seems to be internally coherent, in that the majority of mutants are classifiable in distinct, non-overlapping groups of phenotypes. These groups may correspond to perturbations in different developmental processes. We will now study double mutation combinations in the expectation that they will show su-
Interactions between mutations of the vn group
We have studied in this group mutations in the loci re, vn, ci, cg, shy, ast, H and Vno. (As seen above, Vno corresponds to a neomorphic mutation.) The phenotypes of the double mutant combinations are summarized in Fig. 3 a. Only certain combinations show synergistic interactions, with phenotypes of spatial specificity beyond the mere superposition of the individual homozygotic phenotypes. Interestingly, in some combinations there are already synergistic phenotypes in partial heterozygotes (e.g. ve vn/+ vn). The most extreme phenotype is that of ve vn double homozygotes, lacking most longitudinal and transverse veins (Fig. 3 a) . These wings, however, retain the sensila campaniformia of LIE The same combination in Hw 49c heterozygotes removes most of the wing extra chaetae. The ve vn wings are, in addition, pointed and smaller (Fig. 4) , the latter corresponding to a 20% reduction in the number of cells.
Other combinations are less extreme in their synergistic (Fig. 3 a) and in wing size and shape. We have also studied triple mutant combinations carrying ve vn and either ast, shy, ci or H. Their wings have a phenotype similar to that of ve vn homozygotes but they are not more extreme, perhaps because ve vn is already epistatic. The wing sizes are also similar to those of ve vn flies. In the combination shy; ve vn the wings show an unexpected normalization of LV and part of the posterior crossvein (we will see below a similar effect of shy on the ri phenotype, Fig. 5 e, f) .
We have studied the combinations of Vno with other mutations of the ve group (Fig. 3 a) , and interestingly this mutation acts synergistically with most of them. The combination of Vno with vn shows a more extreme lack of vein phenotype, but the wings are not noticeably reduced in size.
Interactions between mutations affecting individual veins (ri group)
Of this group we have selected for study ri, tg, tt and ab. The double mutant combinations have the phenotypes represented in Fig. 3 b. They are exclusively additive with the exception of tg 2 ; ri, which shows synergistic effects only on LII. Whereas tg 2 homozygotes show, with low penetrance, proximal gaps, ri/Df(3L)in 6 lJl(r i -) flies have only distal gaps. Already tgZ; r i / + flies have a proximal effect indicating that ri also affects this region. The double homozygotes tg2; ri present a total absence of LII but other veins remain unaffected. The wings of all these combinations are the same size as those of their heterozygous sib flies.
The multiple combination ab; ri tt has additive phenotypes with the non-affected veins remaining in a nor- Fig. 5a- there is no reduction in other veins, e, d and h show the regional effects on vein differentiation; e and f, the reconstruction of the LV and LII veins respectively compared to ve vn (Figs. 3 a, 4) and ri (Fig. 2 ) phenotypes mal pattern, except for the removal of the posterior crossvein, a phenotype that the ab mutation itself causes occasionally. The Hw 49c extra chaetae pattern in the tg2; ri combination is suppressed in the whole region of the absent LII vein (Fig. 5 a) . Thus by all the criteria used the ri, tg, tt and ab mutations have vein-specific effects.
Interaction between mutations affecting the crossveins
We have studied all the double combinations of cv, cv-2, cv-c and cv-d. These double mutants completely lack both crossveins, including the detached posterior crossvein of cv-c. This is also the phenotype of the quadruple mutant combination, which leaves the longitudinal veins unaffected and shows no other pleiotropic effects (Fig. 3c) . We conclude that these mutations are crossvein-specific. However, as we will see below, the cv-2 mutation interacts with the lack of longitudinal vein mutations, exaggerating their phenotypes.
Interactions between mutations o f the px group
Of this group we have selected for study p x , net, dsr, P x 2 and emc. The phenotypes of the double combinations are presented in Fig. 6a . All these combinations have synergistic effects. Thus, the homozygotes net p x have stronger distal plexates and more extra veins than single homozygotes. Interestingly, this combination shows extra longitudinal veins running along the middle of the intervein regions. The medio-lateral shift of anterior and posterior veins is further exaggerated. These wings are, in addition, bigger than the wings of single homozygotes. Other mutant combinations have less synergistic phenotypes. The combination emc/emc pea, which does not exhibit plexates on its own, uncovers a pxdominant effect in px v2 heterozygotes. The multiple combination net dsr px shows a superadditive increasing of the dsr phenotype of crossveins in the proximal part of the veins. The wings of these flies are 15% larger than those of heterozygous sibs (Fig. 4) . This increase oscillates (depending on the plexate) between 18% and 20% if we consider the greater cell density in the plexate compared to the intervein regions. The combination net px or net dsr px with emc/ emc pel also shows superadditive phenotypes in the terminal plexate. These results reinforce the classification of the mutations of the px group as belonging to the same synergistic group. In more extreme combinations the wing appears to be covered by stripes of veins (Figs. 1 b,  4) . Their differentiation as dorsal or ventral uncovers dorsal or ventral wing regions at both sides of normal veins.
Interactions between mutations of the kn group
The combination fuJ; kn causes superadditive effects, in that veins LIII and LIV appear completely fused in a vein of the dorsal component (Fig. 6b) . The rest of the veins remain in a normal pattern except for a slight anterior displacement of LV. The sensila campaniformia of LIII now appear over the fused vein. These wings show a slight (5%) reduction in size (Fig. 4) . The extra chaeta of Hw 49c in this combination appear to be shifted along with the actual position of the veins. The combinations shf z fu J and shf2; kn are lethal.
Interactions between mutations of the tkv group
We studied in this group of double mutant combinations 
Combinations of mutations belonging to different groups
The study of combinations of mutations within phenotypic groups has shown that certain double or triple combinations are synergistic. We expect mutant combinations of different groups with similar effects to have additive or synergistic phenotypes, and mutant combinations of groups with opposite effects on the pattern to show either mutual cancelling of their phenotypes (if belonging to antagonist operations), epistasis of one phenotype over the other or additive properties of both phenotypes. The results of this analysis will help us to identify more closely the nature of the morphogenetic operations in which the corresponding genes intervene. This analysis is necessarily restricted to some combinations of some characteristic mutations of each group. We shall first consider combinations of mutations belonging to the two major classes.
Lack-of-veins class
The vein phenotypes of mutant combinations that cause lack of veins of different types are represented in Fig. 7 . Thus, crossveinless mutations show additive interactions with all mutations of the vn group individually or in multiple combinations. The same applies to the combinations of crossveinless mutations and mutations of the specific vein class (ri group). The remnant posterior crossvein in cv-c homozygotes disappears in combinations with ab but may remain in combinations with ci. This reinforces the notion that longitudinal and transverse veins are formed by different morphogenetic operations. However, cv-2 is an exception; it increases the H LII phenotype and that of Vno and ast in all longitudinal veins. In the latter combination the increase is to a full penetrance of the ast phenotype. This vein reduction correlates with a decrease of wing size. Combinations of generic and specific lack-of-vein mutations are superadditive only in the vein affected by the vein-specific mutation but additive in other veins (see ve ri and vn tt in Fig. 7) . These results support the notion of the specificity of the genes of the ri group. However, we detect an effect of vein-specific mutations in another morphogenetic parameter. Thus the combination ve vn tt ri shows, as expected, a total lack of veins, but in addition it has a clear superadditive effect on wing size; it is reduced by 35% compared to heterozygous sibs (Fig. 4) . The combinations with Vno, in heterozygous conditions, also show an extreme reduction of the specific veins of each individual mutation of the combination. The wing size is not affected.
shy is epistatic over ri so that this combination shows a partial suppression of the ri LII phenotype (Fig. 5 f) .
Excess-of-vein differentiation class
The phenotypes of the mutant combinations of this class are presented in Figs. 6d, 8 . As a rule combinations of the px and kn groups act antagonistically (Fig. 6d) . In such double mutants the lateral shift caused by mutations of the px group seem to be partially cancelled out by the medial shift caused by kn mutations. The antagonistic effect results in more or less extreme phenotypes depending on the px allele (px or px 72) used (Fig. 5b) . The tkv mutations cause extreme delta phenotypes in the plexate regions of px mutations in double or triple mutant combinations (Figs. 5 d, 8) . The tkv kn combination has additive phenotypes. Occasionally, however, flies may show distal or intercalary gaps in LIV (a trait that tkv flies may show on their own). Finally, fu; tkv flies show an additive phenotype.
Multiple combinations of net tkv kn or net tkv kn px have phenotypes that correspond to thickening and connection of those veins of the kn px phenotype that remain close, resulting in terminal (px) and proximal (kn) thickened deltas (Fig. 5 h) .
Interactions with N and DI, of the tkv group, and ernc of the px group, will be studied in detail in another paper. It suffices here to say that the loss-of-function alleles in combinations like Ns/+; emc/ernc vel or emc Dl/emcVel+ show a synergistic effect increasing the thickness of veins. Moreover, the corresponding neomorphic alleles like Ax M2 and Ach synergistically in- 
Combinations of mutations of the classes that lack and have excess veins
Here we show some combinations between mutations of both major classes that lack and have excess veins, to study the interactive effects of mutant perturbations in different morphogenetic operations.
We present the results of these combinations in Fig. 9 . The ve (of the vn group) mutations act antagonistically with mutations of the px group. The distal plexate disappears as well as the ve phenotype and the overall topography of the veins is restored. This indicates that the ve § function is also required in proximal regions of the wing, although the more extreme viable insufficiency obtained does not cause phenotypes there. The same applies to combinations with vn: the vn phenotype is restored, although some distal plexates remain in these mutant combinations. In combinations carrying both ve and vn, however, the wings remain without veins, showing epistasis of lack-of-vein over excess-of-vein differentiation. Consequently, the multiple mutant net dsr px; ve vn wings also lack all veins. The epistatic effect of lack of veins also applies to the size and shape of the wings. (Figs. 8, 9 ). crossveinless mutations also show additive effects with mutations of the excess-of-vein class (Figs. 8, 9 ). Interestingly, crossveinless mutations do not remove the transverse connections of LII-LIII seen in kn andfu homozygotes.
Neomorphic (Ax) and hypermorphic (Aeh) mutations of the tkv group in combinations with lack-of-vein mutations exaggerate their phenotypes, affecting all veins in their combinations with the vn group (Fig. 10) and respecting the specificity of mutations of the ri group (Fig. 8) . They display additive phenotypes in combinations with mutants of the cv group with the exception that Ax/+ ; cv-2 flies have phenotypes in all longitudinal veins (Fig. 8) .
Discussion
The wings of most insects have networks of veins in constant patterns. These networks consist of distal branches of two main stems, anterior and posterior, entering the wing proximally. These branches have a principal longitudinal component but are usually connected by transverse veins forming, in some taxonomic groups, a net or plexus. Comparative studies have attempted to find homologies between vein patterns of different insects (Snodgrass 1936) . Homology, however, can only be ascertained following the study of the mechanisms of generation of the vein patterns. The present paper is an attempt in this direction.
Genetic analysis
Mutations cause developmental perturbations, the analysis of which helps to define the generative properties of the system studied. The analysis of vein mutant phenotypes reveals certain rules of normal vein morphogenesis. Veins differentiate in pupae, but several lines of evidence (see Introduction) indicate that they are already determined during the wing disk cell proliferation period in larvae. For one thing, veins correspond to clonal lineages segregated before wing disk evagination (Gonzfilez-Gaitfin and Garcia-Bellido, in preparation) that run dorso-ventrally symmetrically in both wing surfaces. From these presumptive veins only one, of either dorsal or ventral aspect, will differentiate at the end.
This dorso-ventral symmetry with respect to the wing margin is associated with an anterior-posterior one along the anterior-posterior compartment boundary (Fig. i a) . The latter axis of symmetry is inferred from the phenotypes of engrailed (Garcia-Bellido and Santamaria 1972) and by the phenotypes of mutations that shift the vein pattern away (px) or towards (kn) the anterior-posterior compartment boundary. In these cases dorsal and ventral veins appear in symmetrical positions with respect to the dorso-ventral boundary. The dorsal or ventral character of veins extends to both sides of the corresponding vein in extra veins or plexates; i.e. the dorsal or ventral characteristic of veins are regionspecific properties (Fig. 1 b) . We can therefore consider the vein pattern as being generatively doubly symmetric.
As mentioned before, the histologically distinct veins appear only in one surface, changing their surface aspect at fixed points along the vein (as in LIV and the anterior crossvein), as if they were mutually exclusive. In cases of fused veins, such as in fu; kn wings, the LIII-LV fused vein appears only dorsally. There are no reported mutations that change the dorsal or ventral aspect of veins or stretches of veins. However, we have found three alleles of a new gene (vvl) that prevent the differentiation of the ventral component of veins, without removing the extra chaeta caused by the Hw ~9c mutation. This gene could be involved in the mechanism of dorsal induction in ventral vein differentiation postulated in genetic mosaic analysis (Garcia-Bellido 1977).
The global consideration of lack-of-vein mutations indicates that any stretch of vein can be affected, the costal (marginal) vein only slightly so in Ax, Vno and ast mutants. The exception is the vein stems in the base of the wing, which were never found absent, even in genotypes causing a total lack of longitudinal veins (as in ve vn tt ri Vno/ve vn tt ri+flies). In these combinations of mutations that individually affect longitudinal veins the connecting crossveins may disappear, suggesting a morphogenetic dependence of the differentiation of crossveins on that of longitudinal veins.
In addition to the spatial specificity of mutations of different genes for whole longitudinal veins there are indications of proximo-distal specificities. Thus, ve or px affect mainly distal wing regions and vn, kn or dsr medial wing regions.
Vein mutant phenotypes are associated with changes in the size of the wing (Fig. 4) . Thus, mutations that cause extra veins usually lead to broader, spatulated and larger wings, and mutations that remove veins cause in addition narrower, pointed and smaller wings. These changes in size and shape are, in turn, related to changes in the overall vein pattern. Thus, in ve vn wings, which lack veins, the remaining posterior vein stem shows an intermediate position between LIV and LV (see LV in Fig. 4) . The correlated effects on wing size (number of cells), shape and vein pattern suggest that the mutant effects on vein determination and differentiation are related to, or mediated by, effects on cell proliferation (see below).
Genetic analysis has also been used to dissect developmental pathways. In morphogenetic processes, by contrast to metabolic ones, developmental pathways are not linear. However genetic analysis can be used to dissect the complex morphogenetic process into genetic operations. The occurrence of different patterns of phenotypes may suggest classifications for the particular operations affected by the mutations. The study of mutant combinations can help to verify this classification. In these combinations additive effects suggest independence of the corresponding genes, synergistic ones indicate intimate positive or negative interactions, and epistasis causal or temporal order of the individual operations involved. The consideration of the mutant phenotypes reported in the literature and observed in our analysis allows us to classify mutations and their corresponding genes into several internally consistent groups (Fig. 11) . These groups fall within two major mutant classes: (a)-lack of veins, several or specific ones, either longitudinal or transverse ones, and (b)excess of veins, with extra veins and plexi between veins, with medial or lateral shifts, or thick veins. From the consideration of the most extreme alleles described in the literature or studied here it emerges that very few mutant loci have mixtures of these phenotypes (see Table 1 ).
Mutations in the lack-of-vein class have pleiotropic effects as a rule (lethality or morphological abnormalities in other systems) indicating that their corresponding genes also participate in other developmental processes ( (Tables 1,  2) . However, there are noteworthy exceptions for several alleles of px and net, with visible effects only on the vein pattern. The mutations of that class cause plexates of two groups: approximating to LIII to LII on one side and LIV to LV on the other with a lateral shift away from the anterior-posterior boundary (px group), or connecting or fusing LIII and LIV with a medial shift of the pattern (kn group). According to published descriptions other mutations not studied by us (Table 1) can be classified into either of these groups. Double mutant combinations between members within each of these two groups have, as a rule, synergistic phenotypes, suggesting that the corresponding genes collaborate in the same operation. A third group in this class of excess-ofvein differentiation causes thickened or broader veins, suggesting the existence of a different operation related to the extent of the epithelial region that differentiates into a vein. As we will see below, into this group fall loss-of-function mutations that cause thickened veins, together with neomorphic alleles that cause thinner veins or lack of veins.
The functional nature of the proposed distinct operations was ascertained in mutant combinations of alleles belonging to different groups (Fig. 11) . The mutations of the vn and ri groups counteract the effect ofpx group mutations in weak combinations or are epistatic to them in extreme ones. In net px; ve vn tt ri flies the wings appear without veins, showing epistasis of vn group mutations. Combinations of mutations belonging to the px and kn groups show mutually suppressed phenotypes with normalized vein patterns. However, again mutations of the vn group are epistatic with those of the tkv group in extreme double mutant combinations. Finally, N, Dl and emc rescue vn group mutant phenotypes but reinforce plexate (px and kn) phenotypes in combination.
These epistatic and synergistic relationships between mutations of different groups are indicative of interactions between different operations in the process of vein patterning. Before discussing what these operations might be, it is important to consider their effect on wing size. Size effects correspond to variations in cell number, since cell densities in the mutant wings remain normal. In the case of vn and px mutations the effect cannot be due to transformation of vein cells to intervein cells or vice versa, because vein cells are more densely packed than wing blade ceils, which would cause larger wings in vn mutations and smaller ones in px mutations. However, it could account for the effects on wing size of mutations of the tkv (N, Dl, emc) group because their loss-of-function alleles cause excess of vein differentiation and eventually smaller wings, and their neomorphic alleles, Ax (of N) and Ach (of emc), reduce vein differentiation and cause larger wings.
An operational model
We can now consider the following working hypothesis for the genetic operations at work in wing morphogenesis and vein patterning. It has two components: (a) veins are formed in the crests of a landscape of waves in the wing anlage, defined by the activity (amplitude value) of a set of genes in proliferating cells; (b) the distance between crests (wave length) is, in turn, defined by the activity of another set of genes involved in communicating their amplitude values to neighboring cells. Cell proliferation in the anlage is driven by differences in amplitude value between cells acting as mitogenic signals. Proliferation stops when amplitude values reach species-specific maximal (and minimal) values in crests (and valleys) . At about this time cell differentiation for veins (and chaetae) may begin. We now propose that the genes of the vn and px-kn groups correspond to amplitude ('martial') genes and N, D1 (of the tkv group) and emc genes would be involved in communicating ('mercurial' genes) the values of amplitude between neighboring cells.
Cell proliferation in the imaginal anlagen can occur unpatterned throughout the anlage or more probably proceed by mitotic waves (Gonzalez GaitAn and GarciaBellido, unpublished), as visualized in pupal wings with antibodies against replicating DNA (S period of the cell cycle) at both sides of presumptive veins (Schubiger and Palka 1987) . The mitogenic stimuli could result from the activity of 'mercurial' genes, whose molecular organization (see Wharton et al. 1985 for Notch, and V/issin and Campos-Ortega 1987 for DI) and developmental properties (emc, Garcia Alonso and Garcia-Bellido 1988, and unpublished results of this laboratory) indicate that they are related to growth factors, their receptors and secondary messengers in signal transduction. The final targets of these signals would then be the martial genes that promote cell division (and finally cell differentiation).
The phenotypic interactions between mutations of different groups suggest that the kn genes counteract the px genes, and that these counteract the vn genes. The vn mutant group is epistatic to the others, possibly defining the spatial distribution of amplitude values that finally determine vein differentiation. Higher than maximal vn amplitude values caused by px mutations will cause larger wings and extra veins and, conversely, lower amplitude values (vn mutations) will cause smaller wings and lack of veins. On the other hand, lower signal transduction between cells (N, Dl and emc mutations) could promote less growth or premature differentiation and higher signal transfer (Ax and Ach mutations) could promote more cell proliferation and less or later vein differentiation. In fact genetic mosaics ofemc (and Ach) alleles have shown that mutant cells grow in elongated clones along veins and differentiate the vein histotype (Garcia- Alonso and Garcia-Bellido 1988) . Clonal analysis of other vein mutants has helped to test several properties of this model at the cellular level (Diaz-Benjumea and Garcia-Bellido, unpublished results).
The preceding model relates to the period of cell proliferation and the generation of heterogeneity (periodicities) in the larval wing anlage. The group of veinspecific genes would be involved in the specification of four parallel stripes (dorso-ventrally symmetrical) running proximo-distally along the wing blade; ri is the best-characterized example. Other genes seem to be involved in the actual process of vein differentiation. Possibly the mercurial genes are again involved in the step defining the actual width of the lineages forming the actual veins. Finally the gene vvl could be active in the process of induction (Garcia-Bellido 1977) of the cells by the upper wing surface upon the ventral surface following apposition of both surfaces in pupal wings.
This working hypothesis has obvious parallels with models used to interpret the specification of segments in the embryo, by means of alternating periodicities with sharp borders of gene expression (see Akam 1987; Ingham 1988 for reviews). However, while in embryonic segmentation periodicities subdivide the available space of the blastoderm without mediating cell proliferation, in the wing anlage genes of the same amplitude that leads to periodicities are also involved in cell proliferation and the generation of the morphological space. The effects of the studied mutations on the wing vein pattern must be related to pleiotropic effects caused by the same mutations on their lethal alleles in other developing systems. Possibly some of the genetic operations identified as being at work in wing morphogenesis may also operate, along with others, in several other morphogenetic systems.
